All About Eagles
Cut out the rectangle as one piece. Fold the left side in (on the line at A) and fold the right side in (on the line at B). Cut on the dotted lines so that the four categories are strips you can open to the fold. On the inside (opposite “glue here”), write the information for that category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Wingspan</th>
<th>Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bald Eagle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Where Do They Live?

Cut out the rectangles and fold on the dotted line. Inside (opposite the “glue here” side), write about bald eagle habitats and nests.

Habitat

Nests

(glue here)

(glue here)
Eagle Diet

Cut around the outside of the first circle, as well as along the dotted lines to cut out the “cut out here” section. Cut around the outside of the second circle. Stack the first circle on the second circle and secure with a brad.
Cut out the rectangle as one piece and fold on the dotted line. Inside (opposite the “glue here” side), write or paste the various countries around the world that use the eagle as the national bird.

National Bird
Bible Verses

Cut out as one piece. Fold up bottom. Then fold back side tabs and secure to the back flap. You have made a pocket to hold the verse cards in your lapbook. Cut out the verse cards. Use the blank cards to copy down more verses if you’d like – there are lots of mentions of eagles in the Bible! Store them in the pocket.
Psalm 103:5

“He fills my life with good things. My youth is renewed like the eagle’s.”

Exodus 19:4

“You have seen what I did to the Egyptians. You know how I carried you on eagles’ wings and brought you to myself.”

Isaiah 40:31

“But those who trust in the Lord will find new strength. They will soar high on wings like eagles. They will run and not grow weary. They will walk and not faint.”
Color in the locations on the world map where eagles are found. You can make a key and color different colors for different times of the year if you want to do further research. Cut the big rectangle as one piece and fold the outside squares to cover the world map. Glue the label pieces on top of the folded piece.
Other Facts

Cut out the eggs and write other interesting facts you’ve learned about bald eagles.

Eagle Facts